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Vincent van Gogh (1853â€“90) was a Post-Impressionist master â€” and now his world-famous

sunflowers can inspire your everyday life. Fill the 64 blank pages of this inexpensive notebook with

phone numbers, important dates, bright ideas, appointments, or anything else you want to keep

handy. Or, if you're feeling artistic, use it as a mini-sketchbook that will fit in your pocket.
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I was looking for a cute notebook for the upcoming school fall semester to quickly write down any

assignments or notes I would need and stumbled upon this one. When it came in the mail I wad

surprised in how small it was. It is slightly bigger than the size of my hand for reference. That didn't

bother me as I wasn't using it for anything major just as an agenda sort of deal. The print on the

actual front and back cover are amazing quality very sharp as hoped when purchasing. I definitely

recommend this to anyone looking for a small novelty notebook or any Vincent van gogh lover. This

is brilliant I will definitely be purchasing more art works in this type of notebook!!!

This little notebook is adorable. It easily fits into all of my purses and is great for keeping lists/notes

in. I got about two months use out of it as someone who frequently needs to make lists/write things

down. I imagine it would last other people longer.I was all around pleased with the quality of the

product.



It's the perfect little notebook. Small enough to carry in your purse. The pages are blank, not lined.

The sunflower cover is high quality and you can't beat the low price. I love it

Very cute little notebook. It's great to keep in my purse to make notes to myself. The painting is one

of my favorites, and it looks very nice as a cover.

My niece loves sunflowers so when I saw this, I remembered to buy it for her. She loved it so much!
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